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Background: Common features among patients with more advanced chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) are systemic 
inflammation and a loss of both muscle mass and normal muscle composition. In the present study, we investigated COPD subjects to 
better understand how thigh muscle fat infiltration (MFI) and energy metabolism relate to each other and to clinical features of COPD 
with emphasis on systemic inflammation.
Methods: Thirty-two Caucasians with stable COPD were investigated using questionnaires, lung function tests, blood analysis and 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for analysis of body- and thigh muscle composition. Bioenergetics in the resting thigh muscle, 
expressed as the PCr/Pi ratio, were analysed using 31phosphorus magnetic resonance spectroscopy (31P-MRS).
Results: Based on the combination of the MFI adjusted for sex (MFIa) and the thigh fat-tissue free muscle volume, expressed as the 
deviation from the expected muscle volume of a matched virtual control group (FFMVvcg), all COPD subjects displayed abnormally 
composed thigh muscles. Clinical features of increased COPD severity, including a decrease of blood oxygenation (r = −0.44, p < 
0.05) and FEV1/FVC ratio, reflecting airway obstruction (r = −0.53, p < 0.01) and an increase of COPD symptoms (r = 0.37, p < 0.05) 
and breathing frequency at rest (r = 0.41, p < 0.05), were all associated with a raise of the PCr/Pi ratio in the thigh muscle. Increased 
MFIa of the thigh muscle correlated positively with markers of systemic inflammation (white blood cell count, r = 0.41, p < 0.05; 
fibrinogen, r = 0.44, p < 0.05), and negatively with weekly physical activity (r = −0.40, p < 0.05) and the PCr/Pi ratio in the resting 
thigh muscle (r = −0.41, p < 0.05).
Conclusion: The present study implies a link between systemic inflammation, excessive MFI and a loss of bioenergetics in subjects 
with stable COPD.
Keywords: adiposity, body composition, muscle fat infiltration, magnetic resonance imaging, 31P-MRS, biomarkers

Introduction
Patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) demonstrate a persistent and progressive airflow limitation.1 

COPD is characterised by a chronic inflammation in the airways.1 Loss of muscle mass and deterioration of muscle 
composition, leading to muscle dysfunction, are common features of COPD.2 Indeed, the thigh muscle mass in COPD is 
a better prognosis tool for mortality than body mass index (BMI),3,4 and sarcopenia is associated with increased 
mortality.4,5 Very recently, it was also shown that increased skeletal muscle adiposity in patients with COPD is associated 
with a higher risk of mortality and increased cardio metabolic risk.6,7 Thus, to combat mortality in COPD, it becomes 
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important to understand the factors behind muscle mass loss and skeletal muscle adiposity. Muscle fat infiltration (MFI) 
is the definition of skeletal myosteatosis used in the present report.8,9

Sarcopenia is a muscle disease rooted in adverse muscle changes defined by low levels of muscle strength and muscle 
quantity and quality.2 Multiple factors have been proposed to mediate loss of thigh muscle mass in COPD, such as 
tobacco smoking, genetics, hypoxia, hypercapnia and acidosis, nutritional abnormalities (including vitamin 
D deficiency), systemic corticosteroids, exacerbations, systemic inflammation, co-morbidities, reduced physical activity, 
and aging.2,10 Loss of normal skeletal muscle composition in COPD includes a shift towards a less aerobic phenotype 
with reduction of type I fibre proportions, mitochondrial function, capillarity, and oxidative enzymes.2,11 Loss of normal 
muscle composition is more pronounced, when COPD is more severe.2,12 Collectively, loss of muscle mass and normal 
muscle composition lead to muscle dysfunction, ie, a loss of strength and endurance.2

A combined definition of adverse muscle composition (AMC) was recently suggested as the definition of 
sarcopenia.4,13,14 AMC is based on the combination of thigh fat-tissue free muscle volume, expressed as the deviation 
from the expected muscle volume of a matched virtual control group (FFMVvcg), and the MFI adjusted for sex 
differences (MFIa).4,13,14 Importantly, AMC enabled an objective and improved definition of sarcopenia, which was 
unaffected by body habitus in a general population.4,13,14 Thus, AMC, assessed with neck-to-knee magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) in up to 40,000 UK Biobank participants, showed a stronger link to physical function, activities of daily 
living, hospitalization and all-cause mortality, when both aspects of muscle composition, ie, FFMVvcg and MFIa, were 
considered, compared to only using either MFIa or FFMVvcg.4,13,14 AMC is the definition of altered skeletal muscle 
composition used in the present report.15

In recent years, MFI in subjects with COPD has attracted increased attention. As COPD becomes more severe, MFI 
excess becomes more pronounced.16,17 In COPD, MFI excess is associated with loss of muscle mass, impaired muscle 
functioning, and reduced physical activity.18–21 MFI excess in COPD is also associated with a muscle fibre shift,19 and an 
ensuing impairment of oxidative muscle metabolism.22 Oxidative muscle metabolism depends on the delivery of oxygen 
to mitochondria and on mitochondrial function for re-phosphorylation of adenosine diphosphate (ADP) to form 
adenosine triphosphate (ATP).23 Muscle bioenergetics, created in this process, can be expressed as the ratio between 
the phosphocreatine and the inorganic phosphates (PCr/Pi), employing 31phosphorus magnetic resonance spectroscopy 
(31P-MRS).23 Studies using this technique have shown that an anaerobic muscle energy metabolism during exercise is 
characteristic for COPD subjects.22,24–26

Common features among patients with more advanced COPD are systemic inflammation, loss of muscle mass and 
normal muscle composition, leading to muscle dysfunction.2,7 Most of the biomarkers [eg, white blood cell count 
(WBC), high sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP), interleukin-6 (IL-6) and fibrinogen] present in the circulation, 
represent, when elevated, an ongoing systemic inflammation, that partly originates from the inflamed airways.7 Due to 
a leakage of pro-inflammatory cytokines and reactive oxygen species (ROS) from the inflamed airways, peripheral blood 
leukocytes are activated, which in turn release more cytokines and ROS.7 Deposits of ectopic fat, such as the visceral 
adipose tissue (VAT)27 and the MFI,28 act as additional sources of pro-inflammatory cytokines, which may maintain the 
systemic inflammation. Systemic inflammation is known to trigger muscle mass loss and muscle dysfunction in COPD 
through cytokines and ROS.7,29–31 However, the relationships between systemic inflammation, MFI and bioenergetics in 
COPD remain to be investigated.

In the present study, the primary aim was to identify the relationship between MFI and bioenergetics in patients with 
COPD, who all demonstrated a varying degree of AMC, and, secondly, to assess how clinical features of COPD relate to 
these variables. We were particularly interested in the role that systemic inflammation may play on MFI and bioener-
getics. Therefore, we analysed several biomarkers in the plasma, which all are available to us in the ordinary care of 
patients with COPD. We hypothesised that markers of systemic inflammation would relate differently to thigh muscle 
composition and bioenergetics.
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Materials and Methods
Study Subjects
The present study is a cross-sectional study of patients in a stable phase of COPD. Nearly all patients were recruited at 
the Department of Respiratory Medicine at the University Hospital in Linköping, Sweden (one was recruited at the 
Ryhov Hospital in Jönköping, Sweden). The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of Linköping University (dnr: 
2015/2-31; 2016/91-31, H.L. Persson) according to the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki. Following written 
consent, 39 Caucasian subjects with COPD were included of which 32 subjects were investigated with MRI. Statistical 
analyses were based on these 32 subjects. Reasons for not performing MRI and 31P-MRS on 7 subjects were 
claustrophobia, not previously known, in 2 cases, technical problems with the 31P-coil or analysis problems due to 
implants in 3 cases and late subject refusal in 2 cases.

The inclusion criteria were smokers or ex-smokers with at least 10 pack-years, age >50 years, confirmed COPD 
diagnosis (defined as FEV1/FVC <0.7 after bronchodilator inhalation and symptoms present typical for COPD), and 
FEV1% of predicted after bronchodilation <100%. Exclusion criteria were mental inability, unwillingness or language 
difficulties that would cause difficulties in participating in the study, recent COPD exacerbation or infection (treated with 
antibiotics and/or oral cortisone) two weeks before the intended inclusion date. Contraindications to MRI were metal 
fragments in the body, metal implants, claustrophobia, or inability to perform MRI during time required by the study 
protocol (approximately 1 h).

Study Procedure
Total study duration was a maximum of 4 weeks (which was the maximum time between study visit one for inclusion and 
study visit two). Participants were scheduled for an appointment at the outpatient department. When the patient had 
signed an informed consent, the research person was included in the study and received a study ID. Study participation 
did not entail any change of ongoing medication. A case record form (CRF) was established, and an initial review of 
inclusion and exclusion criteria was performed. A special MR questionnaire was performed to identify contraindications 
to conduct MRI. The signed questionnaire was submitted to the MRI unit. A final review of inclusion and exclusion 
criteria was performed by the investigator. If all inclusion criteria were fulfilled and exclusion criteria were missing, the 
subject was included. Those who could not participate in the study were registered as “screening failures”.

Personal data was collected including information on age, sex, and smoking status. History of disease, current COPD- 
and non-COPD-related symptoms (from all organ systems including the musculoskeletal system) and medication were 
documented. Physical examination was followed by registration of vital parameters and body measurements. The 
assessments, at visit one, were performed in a standardised order; spirometry, maximum inspiratory pressure (MIP), 
nasal inspiratory pressure (SNIP), collection of blood samples and questionnaires. Within four weeks, visit two was 
performed. Initial sampling for arterial blood gases was performed and thereafter investigation with MRI and 31P-MRS.

Matched Controls
By leveraging MR-based body composition data from the UK Biobank resource (project ID 6569) ten matched controls 
for each subject were selected with same sex, age, and BMI as well as an FEV1/FVC ≥70%. These matched Caucasian 
controls were all unique, that is, no subject could share matched controls. The selection method has been described 
previously.13 This procedure allowed us to have a normative virtual control group (VCG). Data utilized in this study are 
from the UK Biobank and are publicly available through the UK Biobank resource (Category 149, abdominal composi-
tion). Body composition measurements were comparable across different MR-platforms.32

Assessment of Clinical Features of COPD
Blood Analyses and Dynamic Spirometry
Venous blood was analysed for markers of systemic inflammation (WBC, hs-CRP, IL-6, and fibrinogen). Arterial blood 
gases were analysed on air breathing at rest. Hypoxemia due to respiratory failure was defined as PaO2 <8.0 kPa. Vitamin 
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D status was assessed using the stable metabolite 25(OH)D in serum. Deficiency, defined as serum-25(OH)D <50 nmol/ 
L, is associated with insufficient outdoor activities and dietary intake, and reflects COPD severity as previously shown.33

To measure FEV1 and FVC and to calculate the ratio of these volumes, dynamic spirometry was performed before 
and after bronchodilatation (spirometry was repeated ≥15 min after inhalation of salbutamol 0.6 mg) using Hedenström 
as a reference.34,35 COPD was staged by airway obstruction, that is, FEV1% predicted 80–100%=GOLD stage I, 50–79% 
=stage II, 30–49%=stage III, and <30%=stage IV.1 COPD was also defined as group A, B, C and D by COPD-related 
symptoms (CAT and mMRC; see next section for details) and episodes of worsening, ie, annual number of 
exacerbations.1 Groups C and D are characterized by frequent exacerbations, defined as either one severe exacerbation, 
demanding hospitalisation, or at least 2 moderate exacerbations per year.

Questionnaires to Assess COPD Symptoms, Physical Activity, and Co-Morbidities
The modified British Medical Research Council (mMRC), a 5-graded questionnaire (0–4), was used for the assessment of 
dyspnoea,1 while COPD symptoms were scored with the 8-item unidimensional COPD Assessment Test (CAT; 0–40).1 

MRC 0–1 and CAT <10 defines subjects with COPD and low symptom burden, thus, COPD groups A and C.1

Weekly physical activity and daytime inactivity were measured by “International Physical Activity Questionnaire – 
Short” (IPAQ-S).36 IPAQ-S consists of four items. It identifies the frequency and time (in minutes) engaged in walking 
and moderate and intense physical activity during the previous 7 days. Only activity sessions lasting 10 minutes or more 
were counted, but all types of physical activity were included.

Comorbidities were graded using the “Charlson Comorbidity Index” (CCI).37

Inspiratory Breathing Muscle Strength and Respiratory Rate
For assessment of the strength of the inspiratory breathing muscles, we measured MIP and SNIP after bronchodilatation 
(inhalation with 0.6 mg salbutamol). Both were measured as cm H2O. The best value of 5 measurements was recorded. 
Respiratory rate at rest was also recorded.

Assessment of Body Composition
Body Mass Index
BMI was calculated (weight in kg divided by the height in m2). Underweight was defined as BMI <18.5 kg/m2, normal 
weight as 18.5 ≤ BMI < 25 kg/m2, overweight as 25 ≤ BMI < 30 kg/m2 and obesity as BMI ≥30 kg/m2.38

Body Composition Profiling Using MRI
Body composition was analysed using MRI. The participants were scanned in a Philips Ingenia 3 T MRI scanner (Philips 
Healthcare, the Netherlands) using a 6-minute dual-echo Dixon protocol, providing water and fat separated volumetric 
data covering a region from the neck to the knees. Body composition profiling39 was performed using AMRA® 

Researcher (AMRA Medical AB, Linköping, Sweden). The analysis consisted of the following steps: 1) automatic 
image calibration, 2) automatic labelling and registration of fat and muscle regions to the acquired image volumes, 3) 
quality control of anatomical regions and MR-data performed by trained analysis engineers at AMRA Medical, and 4) 
quantification of fat and muscle volumes based on the calibrated images.40–43 The measurements included the volumes of 
VAT, “abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue” (ASAT), and the sum of these, that is, the “total abdominal adipose 
tissue” (TAAT). The volumetric adipose tissue measurements were normalised for height (ASATi, VATi and TAATi) and 
expressed as L/m2. The “total thigh fat-free muscle volume” (FFMV) and mean anterior thigh MFI were also measured, 
and the assessments of those measurements are described in the following sections.

Assessment of Thigh Muscle Composition and Bioenergetics
Thigh Muscle Composition Profiling Using MRI
FFMV was normalised for height (FFMVi; L/m2). For each subject, a matched VCG was created to calculate 
a personalised muscle volume z-score based on the FFMV (FFMVvcg). This muscle volume z-score measures how 
many standard deviations each subject deviate from the mean muscle volume of their matched group, which presents 
the same sex and similar body size. AMC was defined by low muscle volume coupled with high muscle fat. Low 
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muscle volume was defined as the <25th percentile of a reference population (FFMVvcg <-0.68, both sexes) and high 
muscle fat as >75th percentile of a reference population (MFI >8.82 and 7.69%, females and males, respectively). 
Normal muscle composition was defined as those who had high FFMVvcg and low MFI as described previously.12,13 

To remove the known sex association with MFI, the MFI was adjusted by removing the sex-specific median MFI 
and expressed in % (denoted MFIa).12,13 In the present study, thigh muscle myosteatosis was assessed as the MFI. 
The technique used to assess MFI is sensitive to all types of fat in the muscle tissue; triglycerides in adipocytes 
(extramyocellular lipids; EMCLs) and triglyceride droplets inside myocytes (intramyocellular lipids; IMCLs) are 
included as well as triglycerides in adipocytes present inside the muscle fascia. Note that macroscopic fat replace-
ment and intermuscular adipose tissue are excluded from the MFI measurement. Body- and thigh muscle variables 
are summarised and explained in Table 1.

31P-MRS to Assess the Energy Metabolism of the Resting Thigh Muscle
Muscle energy metabolism was assessed in the resting thigh muscle using 31P-MRS. 31P-MRS was acquired, using the 
same MR-scanner as the body composition, and as described above. A 31P transmit-receive surface coil with a diameter 
of 14 cm (Philips Healthcare, the Netherlands) was used for the spectroscopic data acquisition. Spectra were acquired 
using a 42° block pulse for the spin excitation, 15s repetition time (TR), 153.4 µs echo time (TE), 3 kHz bandwidth, 2048 
datapoints, 16 averages, 2 dummy scans. Attached to the 31P coil was a cylindrical (r = 50 mm, h = 80 mm) external 
reference filled with dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP) c. 85.00 mM.44

For post-processing of the 31P-MRS data, jMRUI43 was used with the AMARES algorithm in combination with prior 
knowledge46,47 for relative quantification of the resonances. The PCr resonance was used as a chemical-shift reference 
(assigned to −2.35 ppm, based on the chemical shift reference standard 85% H3PO4) with other assignments obtained 
from literature, as previously described,45 and as illustrated in Figure 1. The main resonances, used in this study, were Pi 
and PCr, which were both defined as singlets, calculated as concentrations, and then expressed as the ratio of PCr to Pi. 
Additionally, the spectral processing model included, phosphomonoesters (PME) was assigned to the combined pools of 
phosphoethanolamine (PE) and phosphocholine (PC); the phosphodiester (PDE) resonance was assigned to the combined 
pools of glycerophosphoethanolamine (GPE) and glycerophosphocholine (GPC); a resonance corresponding to nicoti-
namide adenine dinucleotide [NAD(H)] was also observed; the Mg2+ complexed nucleotide triphosphate (NTP-Mg, 
mainly ATP) resonances were assigned and interpreted as α-, β-, and γ-NTP as previously reported.44

Patient and Public Involvement
Patients and the public were not involved in the design or conduct or reporting of the present research. Results were not 
disseminated to study participants.

Table 1 A Summary of Body- and Thigh Muscle Variables Used in the Study

Variable Explanation

ASATi, Abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue volume normalised with height

VATi Visceral adipose tissue volume normalised with height

TAATi Total abdominal adipose tissue volume normalised with height

FFMVi Thigh fat-tissue free muscle volume normalised with height

VCG Virtual control group, matched on sex and ± 2 units of BMI

FFMVvcg Thigh fat-tissue free muscle volume z-score expressing the deviation from the expected volume given sex and BMI matched controls

MFIa Thigh muscular fat infiltration adjusted for sex differences and expressed in %
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Statistical Analysis
Data are presented as means ± 1 S.D. for continuous variables and percentage for categorical variables. Correlations were 
calculated with Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) when variables fulfilled the normality criterium; otherwise, 
Spearman’s Rank Test (ρ) was used. The level of significance was 0.05, and all p-values were two-tailed. All analyses 
were undertaken using IBM SPSS Statistics, vs 27.0.0.0 (IBM SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA) or Mathematica, vs 12.0.0.0 
(Wolfram Research Inc, Champaign, IL, USA).

Results
Body- and Thigh Muscle Composition Profiling
Body and thigh muscle composition data for the subjects with COPD, compared to matched controls from the “UK 
Biobank resource” (VCG), is presented in Table 2 and Figure 2. Compared to the VCG, the COPD group exhibited 
significantly greater VAT and MFI, while FFMV was significantly less. Subjects with COPD were presented with 
significantly higher prevalence of AMC (68%) than the VCG did (15%). In the COPD group, none had normal muscle 
composition, that is, the combination of high FFMVvcg and low MFIa, compared to 48% in the matched controls 
(Table 2).

Figure 2 shows the body composition plot for the two groups in relation to a metabolic disease-free reference.39 

Figure 3 is a plot of the muscle composition of the patients with COPD, which is based on the FFMVvcg and the MFIa, 
thus, defining AMC of subjects with COPD and different GOLD stages (I–IV).4,13,15

Clinical Features of the Subjects with COPD
The clinical features of the included subjects with COPD are summarised in Table 3. Most subjects presented with 
advanced stage of airway obstruction, 59% was stage III or IV, and most subjects were frequent exacerbators; thus, 62% 
belonged to group C or D.

Figure 1 A representative example of a 31P-MRS for a subject in the cohort. 
Notes: The resonances in the spectrum correspond to; (1) Phosphomonoesters, (2) Pi, (3) Phosphodiesters, (4) PCr, (5,6,8) α-, β-, and γ-nucleotide triphosphate (mainly 
ATP), (7) NAD(H). 
Abbreviations: ATP, adenosine triphosphate; NAD(H), nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide; PCr, phosphocreatine; Pi, inorganic phosphate; 31P-MRS, 31phosphorus magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy.
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Most subjects, 88%, were on triple inhalation therapy, ie, a combination of LAMA and LABA and ICS. Systemic 
therapy for COPD included oral corticosteroids (OCS; 22%), roflumilast (19%), and azithromycin (12%). None of the 
subjects medicated with Montelukast, an anti-inflammatory drug used for asthmatics. None of the subjects required 
“long-term oxygen therapy” (LTOT) in their homes.

Most subjects demonstrated inflammatory markers within references: WBC 66%, IL-6 75%, hs-CRP 72% and 
fibrinogen 81%. None of the subjects presenting with a single raise of WBC were on OCS. Ninety % of the subjects 
demonstrated a significant burden of COPD-related symptoms as assessed by mMRC and CAT.

Clinical COPD Features in Relation to Muscle Bioenergetics
Table 4 shows the clinical features of COPD that demonstrated significant relationships to bioenergetics, that is the PCr/ 
Pi ratio. Notably, features associated with bioenergetics showed no association with MFIa. As COPD becomes more 
severe – collectively demonstrated by hypoxemia (decreased PaO2), an increase of airway obstruction [decreased FEV1 

(% predicted) and decreased FEV1/FVC], increased symptom burden (raised CAT points), and increased respiratory rate 
at rest – the PCr/Pi ratio rises.

Table 2 Body Composition Data Using Sex and BMI Matched Controls without 
COPD from UK Biobank Data as Reference

Variable Virtual Matched 
Controls N = 320

COPD Subjects 
N = 32

p

Females/ 

males; %/n

59/41 

190/130

59/41 

19/13

1.00

Age (years) 68±6 68±6 0.90

BMI (kg/m2) 25±5 25±6 0.93

FEV1/FVC ratio (%) 77±5 44±12 <0.0001

ASATi (L/m2) 2.33±1.40 2.49±1.49 0.41

VATi (L/m2) 1.11±0.74 1.65±1.09 0.0042

FFMVi (L/m2) 3.34±0.51 2.88±0.51 <0.0001

FFMVvcg (SD) −0.28±0.90 −1.56±1.03 <0.0001

MFIa (%) 0.30±1.63 3.45±2.42 <0.0001

Muscle composition groups*

Normal muscle 
composition (%/n)

48/154 0/0 <0.0001

AMC (%/n) 15/47 68/21

Only high MFIa (%/n) 17/55 23/7 N/A

Only low FFMVvcg (%/n) 20/64 10/3 N/A

Notes: Results are presented as means ± 1 S.D. for continuous variables and percentage for categorical 
variables. *One COPD subject lacked MFI assessment. P-value refers to chi2 test of difference in proportion 
of normal to AMC phenotypes within the controls and COPD subjects. 
Abbreviations: AMC, adverse muscle composition; ASATi, abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue normal-
ised with height; BMI, body mass index; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; FEV1/FVC, the ratio 
of FEV1 and FVC; FFMVi, thigh fat-tissue free muscle volume normalised with height; FFMVvcg, fat-free muscle 
volume z-score expressing the deviation from the expected volume given sex and BMI matched controls; 
MFIa, muscular fat infiltration adjusted for sex and expressed in %; N/A, not applicable; VATi, visceral 
adiposity normalised with height.
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Weight to Muscle Ratio (kg/L)

Liver PDFF (%)

Fat Ratio (%)

VATi (L/m²)

TAATi (L/m²)

MFI (%)

Metabolic Disease
Free Reference

COPD

Matched controls

Figure 2 The body composition plot is shown for the two groups. 
Notes: The coloured areas correspond to the 25th to 75th percentiles of the two groups. In addition, for reference, a metabolic disease-free body composition is presented 
as a dashed blue line. 
Abbreviations: COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; MFI, muscular fat infiltration expressed in %; PDFF, Proton Density Fat Fraction; TAATi, total abdominal 
adipose tissue normalised with height; VATi, visceral adiposity normalised with height.

Figure 3 Muscle composition assessment of the COPD subjects by GOLD stage. 
Notes: The red area defines adverse muscle composition (high MFIa and low FFMVvcg) and the blue area defines normal muscle composition (low MFIa and high FFMVvcg). 
Reference lines from the UKBB resource indicate population median (solid lines) as well as 95th, 75th, 25th, and 5th percentiles (dashed lines). The GOLD stage of each 
subject is indicated. For subjects presenting with GOLD stage I, II, III and IV the FEV1(% of predicted) is ≥80%, 50–79%, 30–49% and 0–29%, respectively. 
Abbreviations: FEV1(% of predicted), forced expiratory volume in one second expressed as % of predicted; FFMVvcg, thigh fat-free muscle volume z-score based on a sex 
and BMI matched virtual control group; GOLD, global initiative for chronic obstructive lung disease; MFIa, muscular fat infiltration adjusted for sex and expressed in %.
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Table 3 Clinical Features of the COPD Subjects

Variable COPD Subjects 
N = 32

Tobacco smoking

Pack-years 39±22

Smokers; %/n 19/6

X-smokers; %/n 81/26

COPD stage

Stage I 3/1

Stage II 38/12

Stage III 43/14

Stage IV 16/5

COPD group

Group A 6/2

Group B 31/10

Group C 3/1

Group D 59/19

Comorbidity

CCI (points) 4±1

Medications

LAMA; %/n 97/31

LABA; %/n 100/32

ICS; %/n 88/28

Roflumilast; %/n 19/6

Azithromycin; %/n 12/4

OCS; %/n 22/7

Montelukast; %/n 0/0

LTOT 0/0

Markers of systemic inflammation

B-WBC (Ref: 3.5–8.8 x 109/L) 8.4±1.8

S-IL-6 (Ref: < 7 ng/L) 3.2 (4.2) Md (IQR)

S-hs-CRP (Ref: < 3 mg/L) 1.5 (2.6) Md (IQR)

S-fibrinogen (Ref: 2–4 g/L) 3.4±0.7

Airway obstruction

FEV1 (% of predicted) 45±16

(Continued)
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Less advanced airway obstruction, demonstrated by an increase of FEV1 (% predicted) and FEV1/FVC-ratio, and 
strong inspiratory muscles, reflected by increased SNIP, were both associated with increased FFMVvcg (Table 4).

Clinical COPD Features in Relation to MFI
Table 5 demonstrates the clinical features of COPD that significantly correlated with MFIa. Features associated with MFIa did 
not correlate significantly with bioenergetics (the PCr/Pi ratio). Systemic inflammation, represented by an elevation of WBC 
and fibrinogen in plasma, and reduced weekly physical activity were both associated with an increase of MFIa.

Most markers of systemic inflammation correlated positively to deposits of body fat. WBC correlated negatively with 
FFMVvcg (Table 5).

Table 3 (Continued). 

Variable COPD Subjects 
N = 32

Symptom burden

mMRC (points) 2(2) Md (IQR)

CAT (points) 17±7

Arterial blood gas

PaO2 (kPa) 9.2±1.2

PaCO2 (kPa) 5.1±0.3

SAT (%) 95±2

Respiratory rate at rest

Breaths/min 17±4

Inspiratory muscle strength

MIP (cm H2O) 73±22

SNIP (cm H2O) 60±20

Vitamin D status

S-25(OH)D (Ref: ≥ 50 nmol/L) 58±18

Sedentary behaviour and physical 
activity

Daytime inactivity (h) 5±3

Weekly exercise (min) 120 (475) Md (IQR)

Notes: Results are presented as means ± 1 S.D. for continuous variables and 
percentage for categorical variables. Skewed data is presented as median inter-
quartile range, Md(IQR). 
Abbreviations: CAT, COPD Assessment Test; CCI, Charlson Comorbidity 
Index; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; FEV1(% of predicted), 
forced expiratory volume in one second expressed as % of predicted; FEV1 

/FVC, the ratio of FEV1 and FVC; FVC, forced vital capacity; Hs-CRP, high 
sensitivity C reactive protein; ICS, inhaled corticosteroid; IL-6, interleukin 6; 
LABA, long-acting β2 agonists; LAMA, long-acting muscarinic antagonists; LTOT, 
long-term oxygen therapy; Md, median; MIP, maximal inspiratory pressure; 
mMRC, modified British Medical Research Council; OCS, oral corticosteroid; 
IQR, interquartile range; SAT, blood oxygen saturation; SNIP, sniff nasal inspira-
tory pressure; WBC, white blood cell count.
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MFI in Relation to Muscle Bioenergetics and Visceral Fat
Increased MFIa was associated with decreased PCr/Pi ratio (r = −0.41, p = 0.028; Figure 4A) and increased VAT (r = 
0.43, p = 0.015; Figure 4B).

Discussion
In the present study, we report our findings from investigations on subjects with COPD, who all presented with 
abnormally composed thigh muscles (Table 2). For the first time, it was possible to assess the relationship between 
MFI and content of bioenergetics of the resting thigh muscle, and the relationships of these two to clinical COPD features 
associated with abnormally composed thigh muscles (Table 3).2,7 The major novel findings of the present study were the 
observations that (i) a raised PCr/Pi ratio correlated to features of more advanced COPD (Table 4), (ii) increased MFIa 

was associated with biomarkers of ongoing systemic inflammation (WBC and fibrinogen; Table 5), and (iii) increased 
MFIa related significantly to a loss of bioenergetics (low PCr/Pi ratio) in the resting thigh muscle (Figure 4A). These 

Table 4 Significant Correlations of Clinical COPD Features and Thigh Muscle Variables

Airway Obstruction Symptom 
Burden

Arterial Blood Gas Respiratory Rate at 
Rest

Inspiratory 
Muscle 

Strength

FEV1 (% of 
predicted)

FEV1/FVC 
ratio

mMRC† CAT PaO2 PaCO2 SAT Breaths/min MIP SNIP

MFIa – – – – – – – – – –

PCr/Pi −0.40* −0.53** – 0.37* −0.44* – – 0.41* – –

FFMVvcg 0.54** 0.47** – – – – – – – 0.36*

Notes: Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) was calculated for normally distributed continuous variables and Spearman’s Rank Test (ρ) when the normality criterium was not 
present (indicated with a dagger; †). *p<0.05; **p<0.01; -, non-significant. 
Abbreviations: CAT, COPD Assessment Test; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; FEV1(% of predicted), forced expiratory volume in one second expressed as 
% of predicted; FEV1/FVC, the ratio of FEV1 and FVC; FVC, forced vital capacity; FFMVvcg, thigh fat-tissue free muscle volume expressed as the deviation from the expected 
muscle volume of a matched virtual control group; MFIa, muscular fat infiltration adjusted for sex and expressed in %; MIP, maximal inspiratory pressure; mMRC, modified 
British Medical Research Council; PCr, phosphocreatine; Pi, inorganic phosphate; SAT, blood oxygen saturation; SNIP, sniff nasal inspiratory pressure.

Table 5 Significant Correlations of Markers of Systemic Inflammation, Weekly Physical Activity, and Body- and 
Thigh Muscle Variables

Body Composition Thigh Muscle Composition 
and Metabolism

Markers of Systemic Inflammation BMI ASATi VATi TAATi FFMVvcg MFIa PCr/Pi

B-WBC – – – – −0.46** 0.41* –

S-IL-6† 0.40* – 0.44* 0.42* – – –

S-hs-CRP† – – 0.40* – – – –

S-fibrinogen 0.40* 0.36* – 0.41* – 0.44* –

Physical Activity

Weekly exercise† – – – – – −0.40* –

Notes: Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) was calculated for normally distributed continuous variables and Spearman’s Rank Test (ρ) when the 
normality criterium was not present (indicated with a dagger; †). *p<0.05; **p<0.01; -, non-significant. 
Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; FFMVvcg, thigh fat-tissue free muscle volume expressed 
as the deviation from the expected muscle volume of a matched virtual control group; Hs-CRP, high sensitivity C reactive protein; IL-6, 
interleukin 6; MFIa, muscular fat infiltration adjusted for sex and expressed in %; PCr, phosphocreatine; Pi, inorganic phosphates; TAATi, total 
abdominal adipose tissue normalised with height; WBC, white blood cell count.
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relationships may indeed represent a central role in mechanistic events that involve systemic inflammation, and they 
result in the observed thigh muscle abnormality in COPD.7,19–21,29–31

In the present study, the COPD group displayed 18% less FFMVvcg than the VCG group did (Table 2). Muscle 
strength and endurance depend strongly on both muscle mass and muscle composition, which may be lost because of 
muscle fibre atrophy, replacement of muscle fibres by fat tissue, and a switch of muscle fibre types.2 Type I fibres express 
myosin heavy chain (MyHC) type I, which are slow-twitch fibres, which have a predominantly oxidative metabolism; 
they are also more fatigue resistant than type II fibers.2 Type II fibres express MyHC type II; they are fast-twitch fibres 
and depend more on anaerobic metabolism, thus they are more fatigable.2 COPD is a condition known to promote an 
excess of anaerobic type II fibres.12 In addition, reduction in capillary density and capillary muscle fibre contacts with 
reduced aerobic enzyme activity leads to a greater dependence on glycolysis in subjects with COPD and an early lactate 
accumulation during exercise, the latter limits muscle activity to a great extent.2,11

Not only COPD but also a sedentary lifestyle is known to promote an excess of type II fibres.48 In a previous study, 7 
males with a sedentary lifestyle demonstrated a higher PCr/Pi ratio at rest than 7 endurance-trained males did.48 As 
already said, as COPD becomes more severe, the thigh muscle becomes more dependent on glycolysis.11 Thus, the fuel 
preference within the skeletal muscle of COPD patients is glycolysis, on the expense of fat oxidation.18,49 When this is 
compensated for, a rise of the PCr/Pi ratio at rest will follow. As expected, clinical features of increased COPD severity 
(hypoxemia, an increase of airway obstruction, COPD symptom burden, and respiratory rate at rest) were all associated 
with an increased PCr/Pi ratio (Table 4). The exact mechanisms for the increase of MFI in subjects with COPD remain 
largely unknown. Possibly, a reduced oxidative capacity and a predominance of glycolytic metabolism might compro-
mise the ability to utilise intramuscular tricylglycerols, and thereby cause a concomitant increase of MFI.18,49

In the present study, we did not find any significant correlation between the markers of systemic inflammation used 
and bioenergetics in the thigh muscle (Table 5). However, we observed significant correlations between WBC and 
fibrinogen, and an increase of MFIa (Table 5). A previous study demonstrated an association between abnormal 
bioenergetics in the thigh muscle during exercise-induced anaerobic metabolism and excessive MFI.22 In agreement 
with this,22 we found that an excess of MFI also correlated significantly to alterations of bioenergetics, which in the 
present study was expressed as a reduction of the PCr/Pi ratio in the thigh muscle (Figure 4A). This observation may 
simply be explained by a loss of muscle mass, as less viable bioenergetics would be the result in a muscle in which 
muscle mass are replaced by fat. The conclusion may be that the adverse effect of excessive MFI on bioenergetics is 
mediated by additional factors, possibly involving systemic inflammation.

Deposits of body fat, such as VAT and MFI, are important additional sources of a systemic inflammation.27,28 Like 
previous observations, we found an excess of VATi21,27 and MFIa

16–22 in the COPD subjects compared to the VCG (as is 
described in Table 2) and a relationship between VATi and MFIa (Figure 4B).16,21 In line with earlier observations 

A B

Figure 4 Correlations of MFIa and (A) thigh muscle bioenergetics, expressed as the PCr/Pi ratio, and (B) VATi (L/m2). 
Abbreviations: MFIa, muscular fat infiltration adjusted for sex and expressed in %; PCr, phosphocreatine; Pi, inorganic phosphate; VATi, visceral adiposity normalised with 
height.
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showing elevated concentrations of inflammatory biomarkers in subjects with COPD and presenting with visceral 
obesity,27 VAT excess was in the present study associated with elevated concentrations of IL-6 and hs-CRP (Table 5). 
Moreover, the present study is the first report of a relationship between increased MFIa and markers of systemic 
inflammation in subjects with COPD (Table 5). Whether or not thigh muscle abnormalities in subjects with COPD 
also include local inflammation in the muscle is still a matter of debate.7 One report suggests that increased MFI triggers 
IL-expression in skeletal muscles, but this finding applies to older and physically inactive subjects and has not yet been 
found to be relevant for subjects with COPD.28

The reported numbers for sarcopenia in the general population vary widely from 4.4% to 27.5%.50 In the present 
study, 15% of the VCGs displayed sarcopenia according to the definition applied. The figures vary widely depending 
upon the particular definition used for sarcopenia and the cohort investigated. The reported prevalence ranges from 8% in 
community-based populations to 63% in nursing-home populations.51 The prevalence of sarcopenia among patients with 
COPD is known to be higher than the general population.51,52 In the present study, we used a two-dimensional definition 
of sarcopenia based on FFMVvcg and MFIa. This is based on the results from a recent study on 10,000 subjects from the 
general population, which showed that body size correction of muscle mass, as proposed by the “European Working 
Group on Sarcopenia in Older People” (EWGSOP),53 is ineffective and likely to a large extent underdiagnoses 
sarcopenia in both overweight and obese subjects.13

The COPD cohort investigated in the present study represents severely diseased patients, destined for secondary care at 
Respiratory Clinics. The rehabilitation therapy of such patients includes the objective to improve muscle functioning by 
physical training supervised by a physiotherapist. Consequently, most of the study subjects were frequent exacerbators 
(group C/D status, 62%), presented signs of a sedentary lifestyle (day-time physical inactivity 59%) or displayed elevation of 
one or more markers of systemic inflammation (43%). Thus, it is not a surprise that the COPD cohort displayed abnormally 
composed thigh muscles (Table 2) and many subjects demonstrated signs of systemic inflammation as well (Table 3).

In the present study, 68% of the subjects with COPD was classified as having sarcopenia according to the definition 
applied (Table 2). The prevalence of sarcopenia is known to increase in parallel to increased airway obstruction52 and 
frequent exacerbations.54 In the elderly and patients with COPD, physical inactivity is a key factor in the development of 
sarcopenia and a predictor of mortality and disability.55 As physical inactivity results in further deterioration of muscle 
function, it can consequently be considered both a cause and a consequence of sarcopenia.56 In the present study, reduced 
physical activity, assessed by a questionnaire only (IPAQ-S), was the only clinical feature of COPD, except markers of 
systemic inflammation, that correlated significantly with increased MFIa (Table 5). Likewise, increased airway obstruc-
tion, possibly hampering physical activity by dyspnoea on exertion, correlated with decreased FFMVvcg (Table 4). 
Hypoxemia, independent of age and particularly in combination with inactivity, is known to aggravate muscle wasting.57 

In contrast, the present study did not show any correlation between PaO2 and FFMVvcg and/or MIFa (Table 4), probably 
because 88% of the subjects did not display hypoxemia.

In earlier reports, systemic inflammation is described as a cause behind sarcopenia in patients with COPD.10,31 In the 
present study, elevated markers of systemic inflammation were associated with both variables of sarcopenia; thus, 
a decrease of FFMVvcg was related to WBC, and an increase of MFIa was related to both WBC and fibrinogen 
(Table 5). Ongoing anti-inflammatory treatment with OCS is known to raise the level of WBC by recruiting neutrophilic 
leucocytes from the bone marrow. However, none of the subjects on OCS (n = 7; 22%) demonstrated a rise of WBC 
above reference. The possible influence of episodic OCS therapy (steroid medication during exacerbations only) on 
systemic inflammation and body- and thigh muscle composition was not analysed in the present study. Proximal 
myopathy is a well-known consequence of OCS in COPD,58 and 4 subjects on OCS demonstrated sarcopenia according 
to the definition applied.

To what extent low-grade systemic inflammation contributes to muscle mass loss in stable COPD is still contra-
dictory. The hypothesis that systemic inflammation contributes to skeletal muscle dysfunction in patients with COPD is 
supported by the fact that many pro-inflammatory cytokines can adversely influence skeletal muscle.10 Increased levels 
of tumour necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), CRP, IL-1 and IL-6 have been shown to stimulate muscle protein degradation, 
inhibit protein synthesis as well as myogenesis in preclinical models of COPD pathology.10 The exact origin of these 
circulating cytokines is unclear. It might include the overspill of systemic inflammation into the muscle, MFI acting as 
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a source of inflammatory mediators or by activated inflammatory cells in the skeletal muscle itself.10,28 The exposure to 
ROS will trigger damage on myocytes, which in turn will start reparative mechanisms.59 Oxidatively damaged proteins 
are degraded by the ubiquitin proteasome system, and long-lived proteins and cell organelles are autophagocytosed by 
lysosomes.59,60 Thus, the lysosomes digest oxidatively damaged mitochondria for re-utilization of micronutrients,60 but 
this process will also sensitise cells to further oxidative damage by a lysosomal accumulation of redox-active elements.61 

Consequently, muscle fatigue in COPD includes skeletal muscle myocytes that exhibit signs of an up-regulated 
autophagic activity.62

Oxidative damage on mitochondria and an increased mitochondrial breakdown by lysosomes,59,60 so called mito-
phagy, lead to a loss of mitochondrial function as well as mitochondrial bulk, loss of oxidative capacity, ultimately 
making the muscle less energy efficient.63 As already mentioned, the oxidative capacity of the muscles is further reduced 
by a proportional shift from oxidative type I to glycolytic type II muscle fibres, and a reduction of oxidative enzyme 
activity.2,11 Interestingly, sarcopenic COPD subjects exhibit a more pronounced loss of type I fibres than non-sarcopenic 
COPD patients do.64 Moreover, the remaining type II fibres are generally more sensitive to atrophy-related triggers.64 

These observations imply a link between a loss of bioenergetics and muscle mass and a possible acceleration of muscle 
wasting by the loss of oxidative capacity.64 Notably, a reduced oxidative capacity of the skeletal muscles of COPD 
patients has been associated with reduced muscle endurance and increased muscle fatigue.2

Previous research reports on body- and thigh muscle composition and the association to metabolic syndrome and 
comorbidities.16,21,65 The mechanisms for ectopic fat accumulation in COPD have been associated with insulin 
resistance.65 Thus, the probability of having Diabetes Type 2 increases in parallel with VAT accumulation,16,21,66 

while MFI excess increases the probability of cardiovascular comorbidities.16,21 In contrast, a population-based cohort 
found no difference in the metabolic phenotype, including VAT, between COPD and controls.67 These discrepancies 
between studies, whether COPD is a risk factor for metabolic abnormalities or not, are best explained by differences in 
COPD phenotype or disease severity of the study populations. Figure 2 summarises the metabolic profile of the COPD 
cohort studied and the VCGs in the present study. Thus, most of the subjects with COPD were far from the limit defining 
“Metabolic Disease-Free Reference” (Figure 2), which, together with a significant burden of co-morbidities, expressed as 
CCI-points (Table 3), clearly showed that the subjects studied were severely ill.

The present study has some limitations. Firstly, it is a single centre study and as such the investigated subjects were 
highly selected. The investigated cohort represents severely ill patients with COPD destined to specialist care carried out 
by a multidisciplinary pulmonary rehabilitation team. Although the Swedish subjects with COPD as well as the UK 
control subjects were all Caucasians, there may be influential environmental factors that differ between Sweden and the 
UK, which we were unable to match for. As pointed out, assessments of skeletal muscle function, either as thigh muscle 
strength or endurance, were not performed in the present study nor was assessment of physical capacity carried out. We 
assessed the strength of the inspiratory muscles, employing MIP and SNIP. Although a positive correlation was observed 
between SNIP and FFMVvcg in the present study (Table 4), SNIP cannot be used as a substitute for tests evaluating 
skeletal muscle performance. Moreover, we did not monitor episodic use of OCS.

Conclusion
The clinical features of COPD can be classified into two categories: 1) those that directly influence thigh muscle 
bioenergetics (hypoxemia and increase of airway obstruction, symptom burden, and respiratory rate at rest), and 2) those 
that influence MFIa, and, possibly through MFIa, indirectly thigh muscle bioenergetics (markers of systemic inflamma-
tion and physical inactivity). The present study shows for the first time that excessive MFIa is associated both with signs 
of systemic inflammation and a loss of thigh muscle bioenergetics. This implies a link between systemic inflammation 
and muscle fatigue, mediated by excessive MFIa and loss of bioenergetics.

Abbreviations
AMC, adverse muscle composition; ASATi, abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue normalised with height; ATP, 
adenosine triphosphate; BMI, body mass index; CAT, COPD Assessment Test; CRF, case record form; CCI, Charlson 
Comorbidity Index; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; EWGSOP, European Working Group on Sarcopenia 
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in Older People; EMCLs, extramyocellular lipids; FEV1(% of predicted), forced expiratory volume in one second 
expressed as % of predicted; FEV1/FVC, the ratio of FEV1 and FVC; FVC, forced vital capacity; FFMVi, thigh fat- 
tissue free muscle volume normalised with height; FFMVvcg, thigh fat-tissue free muscle volume expressed as the 
deviation from the expected muscle volume of a matched virtual control group; GOLD, global initiative for chronic 
obstructive lung disease; Hs-CRP, high-sensitivity C reactive protein; IMCLs, intramyocellular lipids; ICS, inhaled 
corticosteroids; IQR, interquartile range; IL-6, interleukin 6; IPAQ-S, International Physical Activity Questionnaire- 
Short; LABA, long-acting beta-2-agonists; LAMA, long-acting muscarinic antagonists; LTOT, long-term oxygen ther-
apy; Md, median; MFIa, muscular fat infiltration adjusted for sex differences and expressed in %; MIP, maximal 
inspiratory pressure; mMRC, modified British Medical Research Council questionnaire; MRI, magnetic resonance 
imaging; MyHC, myosin heavy chain; MVZ, muscle volume z-score expressing the deviation from the expected volume 
given sex and BMI matched controls; N/A, not applicable; NAD(H), nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide; NTP, nucleotide 
triphosphate; OCS, oral corticosteroid; PCr, phosphocreatine; PDE, phosphodiesters; PDFF, Proton Density Fat Fraction; 
Pi, inorganic phosphate; 31P-MRS, 31phosphorus magnetic resonance spectroscopy; PME, phosphomonoesters; SAT, 
blood oxygen saturation; SNIP, sniff nasal inspiratory pressure; TAATi, total abdominal adipose tissue normalised with 
height; VATi, visceral adiposity normalised with height; VCG, virtual control group; WBC, white blood cell count; UK, 
United Kingdom.
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